
Colonial Prairie Perimeter 

Grid Patterns:

1x3 Casing 
The 1x3 exterior casing is fully welded to the 

frame. This durable and sleek designed border is 
the perfect finishing touch to any window 

project. 

Ext
erio

rInterior

Contour Grid 3/4" Flat Grid 5/8” 

Standard style 
Color Matched

Additional Charge 
Standard for Laminated options 

Color Matched 

Window Opening Control Device 
 ( WOCD ) 

This optional device is for increased 
safety. When activated, it prevents 

the window from opening more than 
4”. The WOCD must be manually 

disengaged in order to freely open 
your window. It is mainly used in 

multi-level buildings.

Vent Latch 
A Vent latch is standard in all hung 
windows. This device sits above the 

lower sash, when activated it will allow 
ventilation and prevent the window 

from opening more than 4”. 
It can also act as a safety feature to 

prevent accidental falls

Exterior 

White Beige Clay Black 
White  

Interior

Exterior 

Bronze 
White  

Interior

v2.2

1) Durable Composite lock system that resists rust, 
fading, and cracking under extreme conditions 
 
2) Vent latches standard on all hung windows with 
upgradeable WOCD latches 
 
3) Tilt out, Maintenance free and easy cleaning 
sashes - Single hung top sashes are stationary 
and will not tilt  
 
4) Block & Tackle balance system for easy 
operation and better EGRESS results

5) Standard Brickmold exterior 
 
6) ¾” insulated glass with a seamless duralite 
spacer 
 
7) Sturdy 3 ¼“ thick frame jamb  
 
8) Full coverage of Weather-stripping around 
the perimeter of the sash - Interlock gaskets 
for best possible seal 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MAX 77”
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